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Abstract—In the Fourth Industrial Revolution, crime is
hardly reported to the Police, or other law enforcement agen-
cies. Most victims prefer to go to Social Media and vent, as this
medium is easier for them to access and requires no paperwork
or interrogations. This trend leaves policy makers and the law
enforcers with skewed dataset, due to unreported crimes. Hence,
it is paramount that one finds a way to “mine” the crime data
reported on social media. In this paper, we have attempted
to estimate crime rates, using Twitter as a data source. To
do this, we have used a formal technique — Jumping Finite
Automata (JFA), for the abstraction of a corpus of crime-
related words and used shuffle algorithms to establish semantic
relationships between these words. The JFA was implemented
in a tool called “Crime-Ripper”. Crime-Ripper uses tweets
retrieved from crime hashtags on Twitter to estimate crime rates
and produce reports that are map annotations, showing areas
of a city and their respective estimated crime-rates. Crime-
Ripper is expected to find applications in law enforcement,
policy making and public safety sensitization.

Index Terms—Information Extraction, Tweet Comprehen-
sion, Crime Estimation, Jumping Finite Automata Applications,
parsing

I. INTRODUCTION

CRIME, in any society, is notorious for hampering the
quality of life, distorting the growth of economies, pro-

moting underdevelopment, and making governance of these
societies expensive and difficult [1, 2, 3]. A victimization
survey in Mexico shows that in that year, victims of crime
suffered loses worth US$ 12.9 billion, with associated health
expenses of US$ 619 million [4]. Other ills associated with
high crime rates include unemployment, high cost of security
personnel, and decrease in economic growth [4, 5].

In South Africa, high crime rate is known as one major
deterrent of both local and international tourists, and this
remains a barrier to the growth of tourism in the country
[6, 7]. The trend of crime in Johannesburg (between 2005
and 2022) as reported by the government of South Africa,
shows that crimes such as aggravated robbery, and drug use
are consistently on the rise [8, 9]. The entire stack of crime
in Johannesburg include: sexual offences, murder, assaults
(grievous bodily harm (GBH)), car-jacking, bank robbery,
gang-related violence, aggravated robbery, and so on [8, 10].

One major problem is that crimes are mostly unreported
to the police, and about 10% of social media users would
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rather tweet/post stories/videos involving crimes [1, 11, 12].
It is a known fact that many crimes are not reported to
law enforcement agencies in South Africa [13, 14]. The
categories of crimes that are mostly unreported are com-
mercial and white-colar crimes [14]. These crimes result
in dropped charges, and fractionally few of these cases are
successfully prosecuted and captured [14]. Budhram and
Geldenhuys [14, 15] suggested that bribery is one of the
reasons for some reported cases not getting added to the total
numbers, and that the population does not trust the detection
units of the police for these reasons.

Under-reporting of crimes is also an issue in other coun-
tries [16]. The United States homicide cases are under-
reported for reasons such as misclassification; an example
is classifying police shootings as excessive use of force or
account of lethal force and not homicide [17]. There is
also a huge disparity between the international homicide
rates reported by the World Health Organisation (WHO), the
Interpol, and the United Nations with WHO reporting the
lowest — these are due to data availability, communication
and regulation gaps among these authorities [18]. In South
Korea, crime numbers are not released to the public at all,
making it impossible for researchers and other bodies to
quantify, estimate, or mitigate crime [19]. Crimes such as
sexual harassment and rape are also under-reported [20]. A
study conducted at the University of Texas showed that, even
though there is low cases of reported sexual harassment, a
survey showed that about 15% of female students claimed
they had been raped [21] — these issues around under-
reporting of crimes leaves the police and law enforcement
agencies with skewed data [14].

However, research has proven that social media is a place
for people to vent their anger [22, 23] and express several
other emotions [24], mobilise protests [25] and when they
are victims of crimes, publicize about their experiences [22].
We have evidences that suggests that it is not uncommon
for people to rather tweet about their experience of crimes
committed against them, rather than report it to the police
[22]. There are also evidences to show that the police have
been using social media as a source of intelligence and
evidence gathering, monitoring riots, and analysing tension
in neighbourhoods [26, 25].

A study showed that from the 32 million tweets retrieved
from Twitter, 501,057 were deemed to be crime-related [22].
The Queensland Police Service (QPS) in the USA was able
to convert up to 100 posts or comments made on social
media pages into intelligence reports [22]. Hence, we know
the data generated by users on these social media platforms
contain a lot of information that is not in flat-police-files.
In South Africa, a clear statement put on the South African
police’s Twitter handle (as retrieved on 16th of October 2020)
encourages the citizens to report crimes via social media
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— an example of this can be seen in Figure 1. By mere
inspection, one can literality read about crimes on social
media. A screenshot of a citizen reporting crime activities
in Johannesburg on the 16th of October 2020 can be seen in
Figure 2.

Fig. 1: Twitter Handle of the South African Police

Fig. 2: A citizen reporting a hot crime zone in Johannesburg
on 16th October 2020.

Indeed, social media has been instrumental in gathering
data for the estimation of many different types of sentiments
and trends [27, 28, 29, 30]. The method used for these
estimations vary largely; from basic statistics methods to
mathematical modelling, sentiment analysis algorithms and
machine learning models, to formal methods.

One formal method (which has not seen many applications
to real life problems) that can be used to parse unstructured
texts such as tweets is representing a group of texts as a
Jumping Finite Automaton (JFA). If this can be done, the
question: “does this tweet report a crime?” can be reduced
to a decision problem that can be answered by a JFA. A
JFA is similar to a classical Finite Automaton (FA) (often
represented as a deterministic or non-deterministic), with the
exception that its transitions can jump around the input string,
until the input is completely consumed and the JFA is in
an accepting state. In this paper, we have designed several
JFAs for the parsing of tweets and classified each parse as
a crime tweet or otherwise. This classification is expected

to provide an aggregated crime count that, in combination
with reported crimes, should give a clearer picture of crime
rates and identify crime hotspots in a society. Johannesburg
tweets were used as a test case in this paper. The following
are contributions of this paper. We have:

1) introduced JFAs as a new approach to parsing tweets,
2) designed many JFAs for the parsing of tweets and

identification of crime tweets,
3) implemented the JFAs designed in (2) above, and pre-

sented results of crime classification using these JFAs,
and

4) presented an evaluation of this approach, and argued
that JFAs are can be used in classifying crime tweets.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2
presents the background to this study. Section 3 presents the
review of relevant literature. Section 4 presents the design
of the JFAs used for parsing the tweets. Section 5 presents
implementations of the JFA algorithms. Section 6 presents
the evaluation and the last section presents the conclusions
and future work.

II. BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND RELATED WORKS

This section introduces the problem solved in this paper,
and highlights the motivations behind this work. First, we
start with a statement of problem addressed in this paper.

A. Problem Statement and Motivation

We know that law enforcement agencies around the world
are sitting with skewed crime statistics [12, 14, 17], due
to unreported crimes. We also have evidences to show that
crimes are often tweeted on social media by victims, using
hashtag of law enforcements [22, 23, 24] and that the police
are now using social media as a source of intelligence for
monitoring criminal activities [26, 25]. It will be useful
to device techniques for the extraction of crime reports
from social media, thereby giving law enforcement a more
complete report of crime incidences. The problem addressed
in this work is how this can be done. We have presented
a novel application of JFA to this task — devised JFAs for
estimating crimes, using Johannesburg (South Africa) tweets
as a case study. Next, we make a case by discussing the
current crime numbers as reported in Johannesburg.

B. Crime in Johannesburg, South Africa and Around the
World

According to ISSAfrica in 2019, approximately half a
million crimes (precisely 421,683) were reported (ranging
from robbery, carjacking, and so on) in Gauteng province of
South Africa, most happening in and around Johannesburg,
the major city of this province [8]. In Johannesburg com-
mon crimes (according to Shaw and Haysom[31]) include:
xenophobic hate crime [32] (mob beatings, riots, looting
and burning of foreigned owned businesses), mafia and gang
related organised crime (extortion, drug trading, and illegal
weapons trade), housebreaking and burglary, rape [33], and
gender-based violence [34]. These crime numbers are not
particularly accurate because crimes are known to be under-
reported in South Africa [14] and in the world at large [18].
Violent crimes are so prevalent in South Africa that almost
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a third of all South Africa has recorded a crime classified as
violent [35].

Crime affects many countries and cities around the world.
Even though Johannesburg is regarded as a very dangerous
city, a 2019 ranking of the most crime infected countries
and cities around the world reveals that Caracas, Venezuela
is the most dangerous city in the world, recording 119.87
homicides per 100,000 residents [36]. In 2020, Venezuela
was reported to have a crime index of 84.86, the highest
of any country in the world [37, 38]. The U.S. Department
of State issued a Level 4 travel advisory for Venezuela,
indicating that it is not safe to travel to the country and
travellers should not travel there [37]. Another ranking places
Los Cabos, Mexico as both the most dangerous city of the
country and the world’s most violent city after a rise in its
homicide rate, as per Citizens’ Council for Public Safety and
Criminal Justice report [36].

C. Why Crimes Are Not Reported to the Police?

A number of reasons has been cited in literature as to why
people do not report crimes as follows:

1) social media users will rather tweet the crime [12],
2) sexually assaulted victims do not like to report because

of the associated stigma [20],
3) most people often believe that the police will not do

anything about the crime, especially when they consider
the crime as minor [39], and

4) disbelieve in the police [40].
We know that many crimes are not reported but tweeted,

hence, this work focuses on designing JFAs (a formal struc-
ture that has not seen any application in this domain) for the
annotation of tweets as either a report of criminal activity
or not. In the following section, we discuss why we have
chosen JFAs for this task.

D. Why JFAs?

Meduna and Zemek [41] expressed a reason why JFAs are
useful for describing/parsing context-sensitive languages, and
this stated in Remark 1.

Remark 1 (Why JFAs? Meduna and Zemek [41]):
“Traditional computer science methods were developed for
information processing that was continuous. These methods
included finite automata that represented information in a
continuous manner from left-to-right, symbol-by-symbol way.
However, modern information methods process information
differently. A computational step can be executed in the
middle or at the far end of the information, this would mean
that the process will need to jump over information to get
to the desired position. This is why jumping finite automata
is preferred.”

E. Building Blocks and Definition of Terms

A formal background and the terms used in this paper
are presented in this section, starting with the definition
of a Jumping Finite Automaton (or JFA) and supported
with an example. A JFA is a type of Finite Automaton. A
finite automata is a very simple intelligent machine that is
used to identify patterns from an input. The function of

a finite automata is to reject or accept input depending if
the defined pattern of the finite automata occurs within the
input [42, 43]. A JFA works the same except they can read
input data discontinuously – after reading a symbol, they
can jump over other symbols within the words [41]. Hence,
a JFA shares most attributes with a classical an FA with
the additional ability of being able to read input symbols
anywhere within the input string.

Remark 2 (General Jumping Finite Automaton (GJFA)):
A GJFA is the most generic definition of jumping finite
automata, as it presents an infinite class of JFAs, based on
the number of symbols deleted in each step of computation
[44]. Hence, a GJFA of degree one is referred to as a JFA
— see Remark 3 for a formal description of a JFA. This
paper is focused on GJFAs of degree of one, i.e. JFA only.

We proceed to present a formal definition of a General
Jumping Finite Automaton (or GJFA). [A General Jumping

Finite Automaton or GJFA [41]] A GJFA is a quintuple such
that M = (Q, Σ, R, s, F ) where:

1) Q is a finite set of states,
2) Σ is the finite set of input alphabets,
3) R is the finite set of rules, where py −→ q (p,q ∈ Q,

y∈Σ),
4) s∈Q is the start state, and
5) F⊆Q is a set of one or more final states.

Remark 3 (When is GJFA ≡ JFA?): Let M be a GJFA. If
all transition rules py −→ q ∈ R satisfy | y |≤ 1, then M
is a Jumping Finite Automaton (JFA). The language accepted
by such a JFA is denoted as L(M) [44].

There is a particular property of a JFA that makes it
suitable for parsing crime tweets and using the result of the
parsing for the estimation of crime.

Remark 4 (Important Properties of a JFA): As proven in
Meduna and Zemek [41] and refined (with disproves of
certain properties) in Vorel [44], the properties of JFAs that
are generally acceptable/agreeable are:

1) Union: A JFA and a GJFA are both closed under the
Union operation.

2) Intersection: A JFA is closed under the intersection
operation, while a GJFA is not.

3) Complement: A JFA is closed under the complement
operation, while a GJFA is not.

4) Shuffle: A JFA is closed under the shuffle operation.
This is agreed on by both Meduna and Zemek [41]
and Vorel [44] — even though Vorel [44] disputed
other proofs presented by Meduna and Zemek [41] on
Homomorphism and other few properties.

The most important property of a JFA to this work is
the shuffle property — referred to as the ability to read
letters anywhere inside the input string [45] or discontinous
way method of reading data [46]. This is because it, after
abstracting a context-sensitive language (such as a language
of a crime tweets) into a JFA, becomes possible to shuffle and
pick certain keywords (or their respective synomyms) from
tweets and parse these tweets as crime tweets. An example
of this process is presented in Example 1.
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Example 1 (Parsing a Simple Crime Tweet Using a JFA):
In this example, we begin by abstracting certain keywords
to symbols of an alphabet. Let Σ = {ai, bj , ck} be
an alphabet, representing a three clusters of keywords.
Where ai = {a1, a2, . . . , ai|i ∈ [N]}, represent a set
of places (names of places such as sub-burbs, malls,
townships, etc.), bj = {b1, b2, . . . , bj |j ∈ [N]} is a set of
crime types (such as hijacking, robbery, rape, etc.), and
ck = {c1, c2, . . . , ck|k ∈ [N]} is a set of crime verbs (such
as stab[bing], shoot[ing], kill[ing], etc.). Then we can
define a formal language that is a set of words such that
when combined in a tweet, it most probably will indicate
that this tweet is a crime tweet by identifying the place the
crime happened, the type of crime and the kind of crime
action. Let L(M) = {w ∈ {a, b, c} : |wa|, |wb|, |wc| ≥ 1}
be the language of crime tweets that is accepted by the JFA
M , then the tweet:

“@saps We have just been mugged at gun-point by two
street guys at the corner of biccard and wolmanrans. Our

wallets and phones were stolen.”

Is acceptable by the JFA in Figure 3.
M = ({S0, S1, S2, S3}, {ai, bj , ck}, R, S0, {S3})

S0

S1

S2

S3

ai bj

ck

Fig. 3: JFA for the language of crime tweets that accept any
combination for the language: L(M) = {w ∈ {ai, bj , ck}∗ :
|wai

|, |wbj |, |wck | ≥ 1}

The JFA M accepts the L(M) because, given the sets:
ai = {biccard, wolmarans}, bj = {mug[ged]}, and ck =
{stole[n]}; M can reach an accepting state (i.e. S3) on the
string b2a1c2 or a similar string a2b2c2. The transitions from
the start to accepting for b2a1c2 are as follows:

b2S0a1c2 ↷ S1b2c2 [S0a1 −→ S1]

↷ S2c2 [S1b2 −→ S2]

↷ S3 [S2c2 −→ S3]

Example 1 shows how we have constructed JFAs to parse
tweets and estimate if (or not) the tweet is a crime tweet
or not; i.e. solve the decision problem, “does this tweet talk
about crime?”.

F. Data Source and Ethics

The source of the dataset used in this paper is Twit-
ter (www.twitter.com). This platform comes highly recom-
mended by researchers that have carried out similar tasks
such as crime estimation from social media data [47]. Twitter
is the most used social media platform in the world with
public access to its data, contributed by millions of users in
real time [47]. As regards ethics, the dataset is available in

the public domain and the computation that we have carried
with JFAs have produced aggregated results — i.e. no person
or individual was singled out in our results.

G. Summary of Background

In this section we have presented the problem and justified
why it is an important problem to solve, and why we think a
JFA is appropriate for the solution. We have also presented
the review of related work, the gap in existing solutions,
an overview of our new technique, our source of data and
we have addressed the ethics questions around the dataset
used. Technical terms used are also defined here. In the next
section, we present the design of the actual JFA used for
parsing crime tweets.

III. RELATED WORK

In this section we present related works to the this work,
starting by the research works that have attempted to extract
sentiment of a population from the analysis of the tweets
extracted from this population. In this case, social media is
the population of interest, with hashtags used for demarcating
topologies between localities, towns, and countries.

A. Extracting Sentiments from Social Media

Social media has been instrumental in estimating many
sentiments or trends. In China, social media data has been
used to monitor air quality [48]. Malleson and Andresen [27]
used a comparison of mobile referenced criminal events
from residents with spatially referenced criminal events and
reported that on both cases, the same geographical hotspots
were outlined. The authors have also suggested that the use
of social media data is very promising for checking the
implications of regular activities and the theories of crime
distribution, due to the explicit spatial and temporal nature
of these activities [27].

A similar attempt to derive patterns from social media
data was presented in the work of Hipp et al [28] where
they predicted hit-and-run cases using semantic analysis to
understand Twitter posts. The authors used Latent Dirichlet
Allocation for dimensionality reduction in a linear model for
prediction. Other indications that social media data can help
was reported in the work of Aghababaei and Makrehchi [30],
who specified that social media data and its associated con-
text often produces behavioural signals for crime predictions.
In the next section, we present attempts to estimate crime
with respect to tools, techniques or algorithms.

B. Existing Tools and Techniques for Estimating Crimes

Here we present two aspects (with focus on technological
tools and techniques) to arriving at crime numbers, namely:

1) estimation of crimes based on reported crimes and in-
formation extraction from other sources (such as social
media), and

2) prediction of crimes (using predictive models or algo-
rithms).

In earlier subsections we have explained why it is important
to have unskewed crime estimations, and how this paper
presents an approach that uses JFAs to estimate unreported
crimes using tweets. Another aspect that is included here is
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the prediction of crime. Why do we have to predict crime?
A number of related works have shown that crimes are not
randomly distributed in society and hence, the study of the
patterns of crime, and development of prediction models are
of paramount importance [49, 50, 51].

We hereby present a number of related work on crime
predictive models or algorithms. Wang et al [49] proposed
solutions to making inferences on big data to arrive at
crime rate estimations. In the work of Ingilevich Varvara and
Ivanov Sergey [50], crime rate was also predicted based on
social factors such as employment rates, population density
of cities, number of homeless people, and so on. Spatial
analysis was applied in monitoring crime by ToppiReddy et
al [51]. A company based in Cape Town, South Africa named
the Solution House Software have developed an AI tool
that outputs potential threats before the associated incidents
occur and it is done through studying of where and when
crime normally occurs. The tool uses aggregated data from
multiple sources of information to determine the likelihood
of criminal activities, including variables such as weather
patterns for the determination of the crime hotspots [52].

Wang and Brown [29] approached crime modelling in a
different fashion. They used all criminal incidents as training
data within a predictive model. Geographic locations are
denoted by a rich set of spatial and demographic features.
This representation allowed them to predict crimes in previ-
ously unseen places. A tool was developed by ShotSpotter
(www.shotspotter.com) (a USA company) that triangulates
the location of a gunshot, after this company realised that
only 20% of gunshots are reported to the police with inade-
quate information for the police to establish a lead. This tool
reports gunshots to the police in real time with details such
as where the gun fired (to 10 feet precision) and the type of
gun that was fired. This tool is in use by law enforcement
agencies in more than 90 cities around the world. In 2019,
Cape Town, South Africa was added to the least of cities
that use this tool [52].

Several other methods for predicting crime has been
proposed. A method based on data mining was presented
by Sathyadevan et al [53], a predictive policing technique
was presented in Wang et al [54], a predictive crime mapping
technique presented in Rosser et al [55], a hotspot maps cen-
tered approach presented by Gerber [47], an ensemble ma-
chine learning model was presented by Almaw and Kadam
[56]. Hayward and Mass [57] made a list of other aspects of
Artificial Intelligence that is increasingly finding application
in crime prediction or analytics — this list includes:

1) video surveillance (i.e. facial recognition) — distin-
guishing micro-facial expression to determine and iden-
tify deception and emotion,

2) voice recognition (i.e. echo location), an example is the
Speech2Face algorithm, an AI program that takes the
voice audio of a person and attempts to estimate their
facial images, age, gender and ethnicity,

3) recognise body language, and this has been used to
detect possible shoplifters,

4) recognising unique body signatures based on laser tech-
nology. This is currently being used at the pentagon,
USA to identify unique heartbeat signatures from about
200 metres range, and

5) anticipate and/or predict situations. This is currently

being used by Axon Enterprise (an American company)
to analyse US police body camera videos and produce
reports relating to anticipations.

A number of similar AI techniques in crime prediction
were presented in Khairuddin et al [58].

C. Real Life Applications of JFAs

Due to the relatively new nature of JFAs, they have not
been applied in many domains. In fact, they have only been
applied in one real life problem. This application can be
found in the work of Obare et al [59]. To the best of our
search and knowledge, this is the second time JFAs will be
applied in a real life problem.

D. Gap and Proposed Solution

Given that the prediction of crime will continuously find
applications in crime inflicted areas, such as the one we
are looking at in this paper, there exist a need to keep
finding ways of performing this task. In this paper, we
have used JFAs as a new approach to comprehend tweets,
and to classify tweets as either reporting a crime or not.
This is expected to support law enforcement’s estimation
of the crime numbers, as well as allow for opportunity for
intervention. In the next section, we present the design of
JFAs for comprehending and estimating crime tweets.

IV. JFA DESIGN

In the previous sections we have made a case for the
first application of JFAs in estimating crime rates. We have
argued the continuous need for this task to be performed,
even though it has been done with many different statistical
or mathematical techniques in previous related works. In this
section, we have presented the design of the actual JFAs use
for the estimation of crimes, based on tweet data extracted
from Twitter. First we describe the alphabets from which the
symbols of the JFAs are picked, and the input strings of the
language constructed. This is discussed in Section IV-A.

A. Alphabet Look-up

In this section we present the alphabet for the JFAs
designed in this work. Let M be a JFA for recognising a
crime tweet, then we take the each tweet to be parsed as a
string, and each words in the tweet as a symbol in L(M).
Furthermore, we granulate the alphabet (set of symbols
for L(M)) into four subsets: Σa,Σb,Σc, and Σd, where
ΣM = Σa ∪ Σb ∪ Σc ∪ Σd. The description of the word
composition of these subsets are as follows: Σa is the set
of places and landmarks in the Gauteng province of South
Africa, Σb is the set of crime keywords, Σc is a set of objects
involved in a crime, and Σd is a set of crime hashtags. Σd is
an optional alphabet that may not be included in the design
of a JFA — examples are presented in this section.

The symbols in these subsets are specified as follows: Σa

is the set shown in Table I, Σb in Table II, Σc in Table III,
and Σd in Table IV.
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TABLE I: Places and landmarks, ai, in the Gauteng region of South Africa

ai Place ai Place ai Place ai Place ai Place ai Place ai Place
1 Actonville 21 Cleveland 41 Ennerdale 61 Kagiso 81 Mamelodi

East
101 Pretoria

West
121 Sunnyside

2 Akasia 22 Crystalpark 42 Erasmia 62 Kameeldrift 82 Meadowlands 102 Primrose 122 Tarlton
3 Alberton 23 Cullinan 43 Etwatwa 63 Katlehong 83 Meyerton 103 Protea Glen 123 Temba
4 Alexander 24 Daveyton 44 Evaton 64 Katlehong

North
84 Midrand 104 Putfontein 124 Tembisa

5 Atteridgeville 25 Dawn
Park

45 Fairland 65 Kempton
Park

85 Moffatview 105 Rabie Ridge 125 Tembisa
South

6 Bedfordview 26 De Deur 46 Florida 66 Khutsong 86 Mondeor 106 Randburg 126 The Barrage
7 Bekkersdal 27 Devon 47 Fochville 67 Kliprivier 87 Moroka 107 Randfontein 127 Tokoza
8 Benoni 28 Diepkloof 48 Ga-Rankuwa 68 Kliptown 88 Mudlersdrif 108 Ratanda 128 Tsakane
9 Boipatong 29 Diepsloot 49 Garsfontein 69 Krugersdorp 89 Naledi 109 Roodepoort 129 Vaal Marina
10 Boksburg 30 Dobsonville 50 Germiston 70 Kwa-Thema 90 Nigel 110 Rosebank 130 Vanderbijlpark
11 Boksburg-

North
31 Douglasdale 51 Hammanskraal 71 Langlaagte 91 Norkempark 111 Sandringham 131 Vereeniging

12 Booysens 32 Dube 52 Heidelberg 72 Laudium 92 Norwood 112 Sandton 132 Villieria
13 Boschkop 33 Duduza 53 Hekpoort 73 Lenasia 93 Olievenbosch 113 Sebenza 133 Vosloorus
14 Brackendowns 34 Dunnottar 54 Hercules 74 Lenasia

South
94 OR Tambo

International
Airport

114 Sebokeng 134 Wedela

15 Brakpan 35 Edenpark 55 Hillbrow 75 Linden 95 Orange
Farms

115 Sharpeville 135 Welbekend

16 Bramley 36 Edenvale 56 Honeydew 76 Loate 96 Orlando 116 Silverton 136 Westonaria
17 Brixton 37 Eersterust 57 Ivory Park 77 Lyttleton 97 Parkview 117 Sinoville 137 Wiedaburg
18 Bronkhorspruit 38 Ekangala 58 Jabulani 78 Mabopane 98 Pretoria

Central
118 Sophia Town 138 Wonderboom-

poort
19 Brooklyn 39 Eldorado

Park
59 Jeppe 79 Magaliesberg 99 Pretoria

Moot
119 Soshanguve 139 Yeoville

20 Carltonville 40 Elsburg 60 Johannesburg
Central

80 Mamelodi 100 Pretoria
North

120 Springs 140 Zonkizizwe

TABLE II: Crime keywords, bj , j ∈ [40].

bj Crime
Keyword

bj Crime
Keyword

bj Crime
Keyword

bj Crime
Keyword

1 ammunition 11 fraudulent 21 mugging 31 steal
2 assassinate 12 gun 22 murder 32 stole
3 arrest 13 gunfire 23 person 33 stolen
4 bullet 14 hi-jack 24 riffle 34 suspect
5 bullets 15 hijack 25 rob 35 hitman
6 crime 16 hijacking 26 shoot 36 theft
7 criminal 17 kill 27 shooting 37 trafficking
8 criminals 18 killed 28 shot 38 victim
9 dead 19 knife 29 stab 39 victims
10 fraud 20 mug 30 stabbing 40 violence

TABLE III: k objects ck, on/in which crime takes place,
k ∈ [10].

ck Object ck Object
1 car 6 phone
2 cars 7 truck
3 cash 8 van
4 home 9 vehicle
5 house 10 bod[y,ies], murder

B. JFA for Crime Recognition

Here we rely on the shuffle property (described in Re-
mark 4) of JFAs to parse a tweet, such that, if the JFA
consumes all keywords in the input string and ends up in
an accepting state, we conclude that such a JFA accepts the
string, and that this string, in fact, speaks about a crime. We
begin by designing a JFA (using the previously set alphabet

TABLE IV: Hashtags for crime tweets, dl, l ∈ [20].

dl Hashtag dl Hashtag
1 #ActAgainstAbuse 11 #Missing
2 #ATMSafety 12 #MySAPSAPP
3 #CIT 13 #PoliceKillings
4 #CITRobbery 14 #PyramidSchemes
5 #CrimeStop 15 #ReportCrimes
6 #DrugsOffTheStreets 16 #ResponsiblefirearmUse
7 #ENDGBV 17 #RuralSafety
8 #Escaped 18 #SearchAndRescue
9 #GunsOffTheStreets 19 #StockThefts
10 #IllegalMining 20 #TipOFF

ΣM ) that recognises crime based on the union of Σa, Σb and
Σc ⊂ ΣM .

Let L(M1) = {w ∈ {a, b, c}+ : |wa|, |wb|, |wc| ≥ 1} be
the language of crime tweets that is accepted by the JFA M1,
then we present M1 as follows:

M1 = ({S0, S1, S2, S3}, {ai, bj , ck}, R, S0, {S3})

Graphically illustrated in Figure 4.
Figures 5 and 6 are real life tweets that are acceptable

by the JFA, M1. We choose to extract tweets from the @SA
Police Service hashtag in Figures 5 and 6 because tweets that
contain hashtags are more likely to be relevant than tweets
that do not contain hashtags. The tweets are also semantically
rich because of the number of entities that can be extracted
from the tweet.

JFA M1 accepts this tweet, for alphabet subsets,
{KwaMsane} ⊆ Σa, {hitm[an, en], arrest,murder} ⊆
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S0

S1

S2

S3

ai bj

ck

Fig. 4: JFA for crime tweets that accept any combination of
of strings in the language: L(M) = {w ∈ {ai, bj , ck}∗ :
|wai |, |wbj |, |wck | ≥ 1}

Fig. 5: Sample crime tweet reported in court proceedings.

Σb, and {murder ≡ bod[y, ies]} ⊆ Σc.
Both tweets in Figures 5 and 6 have a number

of entities that makes it easy to be processed by
JFA. For example, the entities in Figure 5 include
{KwaMsane, arrest,murder, hitman, bodies etc while
the tweet in Figure 6 contains the following entities:
{Grabouw,Overberg, firearm, stole, house etc. By in-
spection, these entities form part of the alphabet look-up.

Fig. 6: A crime tweet.

JFA M1 accepts this tweet, for alpha-
bet subsets, {Grabouw,Overberg} ⊆ Σa,
{firearm, stole[n], arrested, suspect} ⊆ Σb, and
{house} ⊆ Σc.

JFA M1 can be extended to be more accurate by including
Σd, the sub-alphabet that takes care of crime hashtags. This
assures a four-stage affirmation that a matching tweet speaks
about a crime. Hence, we proceed to define another JFA,
M2, that makes use of the four subsets of Σ as described in
Section IV-A.

M2 accepts a subset of the language accepted by M1,
i.e. L(M1) ⊆ L(M2). Given the nature of hashtags (they
are often topics themselves), we speculate that this definitely
narrows the tweets down to specific type of crime tweets. A
few times when this can be wrong (such as online marketers
and trollers who use hashtags to get visibility, leading to false
positives) are discussed later in this paper in the section on
evaluation of the JFAs.

C. JFA for Crime, Place, and Category Recognition

So far, we have presented JFAs that used four sub-
alphabets to recognise tweets that contain crime reports. In
this section, we describe how subsets of ai can be used
to categorise the recognised crimes into sub-domains of

S0

S1

S2

S3

S4

ai bj

ck

dl

Fig. 7: JFA for the language of crime tweets that accept any
combination for the language: L(M) = {w ∈ {ai, bj , ck}∗ :
|wai

|, |wbj |, |wck | ≥ 1}.

locations. Let M be a JFA for the language of crime tweets,
over the alphabet ΣM , and let Σa be a set of places and
landmark (similar to the ones presented in Table I), we can
further define sub-subsets of ΣM , i.e. Σan

. These sub-subsets
can be used in defining new JFAs that are targeted towards
recognising crime activities in specific areas, i.e. defining
symbols (keywords for places) ai ∈ n for Σan .

D. Enhancing JFAs with Preprocessors and Normalisers

Millions of users post thousands of tweets every minute.
These tweets also have spelling errors, and since the JFA
looks out for keywords, it is important to normalise these
tweets before passing them to JFAs. Hence, we introduced a
pre-processing module at the implementation stage based on
the Levenshtein Distance algorithm to tackle spelling errors.
We also introduced an algorithm for filtering unnecessary
words (such as conjunctions). Finally, these algorithms are
informed by a synonym database — making sure that a
similar words in the alphabets can fire the JFA, even when
the exact words in the alphabets are not found in the tweet.

In the next section, we present the implementation of the
JFAs described in the section.

V. IMPLEMENTATION, RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS

In this section, we present the implementation of the JFAs
presented in this paper. First, we describe the algorithm for
simulating the transitions of our crime JFA for any given
input string.

A. Algorithm for Crime JFAs

Here we present the algorithm for an implementation of
a Parser for the generalised form of the JFA, M , that uses
k-sub-alphabets to recognise and classify tweets as either
reporting crime or not. Algorithm 1 takes as parameters: a
JFA M, an alphabet Σ specified as a list of lists, each item
in this list, representing a list of sub-alphabets for bag of
word categories, such as places, crime action words, etc.,
and a piece of tweet text. The tweet is first preprocessed
(on Line 2 with the Preprocess function) as discussed in
Section IV-D and the outcome of the preprocessing stage is
stored as a list of keywords in a list object, T_strings.
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The current transition state of the JFA M is initialised to
zero on Line 2, before the simulation of the transitions begin.
A loop that traverses the sub-alphabets of Σ starts on Line 3.
This loop contains three selective conditions:

1) if the JFA M is at its final state and there are no more
sub-alphabets to step through — in this case, M has
accepted the tweet string, and outcome is returned as
success (see Lines 4 to 6),

2) if there exist a reason for the JFA to transition from one
state to another — this is computed by checking if the
current sub-alphabet has as similar symbols as the string
of the tweet (see Line 7 to 10). The List_Diff()
function returns the difference of two lists (i.e. A – B)
the secondary parameter is subtracted from the first one.
Line 9 makes sure that the symbols of the current sub-
alphabet is “popped” from the tweet’s string — since
this JFA recognises one or more occurrences of the sub-
alphabets, and

3) the last condition (the else part on Line 11) is the only
possibility that makes this JFA reject this string of crime
tweet. In this case, outcome is set to failure, and the loop
is exited to return the final outcome.

Algorithm 1 saves some computational time by exiting
loops on finding a any symbol that transitions the JFA from
one state to another as seen on Line 6, and more time is
saved as well on Line 10 to make the JFA continue with its
parsing if at least a symbol has been seen in the sub-alphabet
and the input tweet string, that allows for transition to the
next state. Finally, a failed transition should not allow the
loops to run, and this is managed on Line 13.

In the next section, we present how Algorithm 1 was
implemented.

B. Implementation and Results

The technique for parsing tweet strings using the JFA
design proposed in this paper was presented in Algorithm 1.
This algorithm was implemented with Python programming
language (specifically Python 3). The implementation was in
two phases:

1) Data (Tweets) gathering: We used Twitter API to crawl
10,000 tweets, and

2) Parsing: We implemented the JFA parsing algorithm as
a piece of software written in Python and called this
tool the Crime-Ripper. This application takes a JFA
(specified as a list of strings in a text file, denoting
alphabets) and a tweet string; and returns a success or
failure if the JFA accepts the tweet or not respectively.

We ran our JFA Crime Tweets Parser through all the 10,000
tweets crawled, and the performance evaluation of the JFA
Parser is discussed in Section VI.

VI. EVALUATION AND APPLICATIONS OF CRIME-RIPPER

To evaluate the performance and/or accuracy of the
Crime-Ripper, we had to get 45 participants that are
very familiar with social media and understand what a crime
reporting tweet should look like. These participants labelled
the 10,000 tweets as either talking about crimes or not. The
labelling exercise was automated in parts — where similar
tweets to tweets labelled by humans as positive, were also

labelled automatically as positive. This process was preceded
by a survey of expert opinion or perception of this approach
as either appropriate for crime estimation.

A. Expert Perception of Crime-Ripper

As an initial part of the evaluation, we conducted an expert
survey, consisting of 73 participants (all having a minimum
of a graduate degree in Computer Science or Engineering,
and have knowledge of algorithms in general).

TABLE V: Result of survey

Participants (73) Yes No Maybe %
Knowledge of JFAs 61 12 0 83.561
Understanding of techniques 68 5 0 93.150
Perceived use of technique
for crime estimation 58 10 5 79.452

This survey was designed to measure the perception of
these participants on the use of JFA algorithms (as presented
in this paper) as technique for estimating crime using tweets.
Table V shows the results of the survey.

Fig. 8: Summary of survey.

Participants were asked if they had the knowledge of
JFAs and if they understood the technique in general. 83.5%
(61 of 73) declared that they understood JFAs in theory,
while a larger percentage, 93.1%, said they understood the
technique from an algorithmic standpoint as depicted in as
shown in Fig. 8. The number of of respondents surveyed
who do not have knowledge of JFAs and also do not
understand the technique is an indication that the knowledge
and understanding of JFA is good among participants. No
participant responded that maybe they have knowledge of
JFAs or its perceived use in estimating crime.

In total, 79% of the population perceived the use of this
technique as a good solution for estimating crime based
on tweets. Only 21% of the participants perceived JFAs
as not usable for estimating crime is an indication that
the knowledge and understanding of JFA is good among
participants.

In general, a majority in our sample had a good knowledge
of JFAs, understood the technique and perceived its use in
crime estimation as shown in Fig. 9.

B. Accuracy of Crime-Ripper

The distribution of the labelled tweets used for evaluation
are as follows: 6,871 tweets are labelled by participants as
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Algorithm 1 JFA Parser for Crime Tweets.
Data: M : A JFA that accepts only crime tweets.
Data: Σ = {Σa,Σb, . . . ,Σn}: A list of lists (or matrix) containing all sub-aphabets of Σ.
Data: T: A tweet text to be parsed, or checked.
Result: outcome: success (if JFA accepts T, or failure if otherwise).
T strings = Preprocess (T); /* returns all strings in the tweet after preprocessing. */
M .current state = 0 for (sub alpha ∈ Sigma) do

if (isFinalState (M.current state) ∧ index (sub alpha) == MAX (Sigma)) then
outcome = success exit for

else if (sub alpha ∩ T string ̸= ∅) then
M .current state += 1 T strings = List_Diff (T strings, sub alpha) continue sub alpha ; /* moves to
next sub-alphabets */

else
outcome = failure exit for

end
end
return outcome

Fig. 9: Perceived use of technique for estimating crime.

talking about crime, while 3,129 are labelled as negative
— not talking about crime. The 6,871 tweets labelled as
crime tweets were presented to Crime-Ripper and 6,446
of these tweets was confirmed by Crime-Ripper as to be
talking about crimes. This gives an accuracy of 93.81% ≊
94% for the true positives — leaving 425 tweets as false pos-
itives, ≊ 6%. The tweets labelled by human participants as
negatives (not about crimes) were given to Crime-Ripper,
and 2876 tweets were rightly categorised as true negatives
out of 3129; resulting in 91.91% ≊ 92%. This gives a true
negative of ≊ 8%.

In this experimental set-up, Crime-Ripper was seen to
perform very well. This can be attributed to the fact that
tweets around crime within the context of this work is not
totally unstructured. There is a recurring patten of place, type
of crime, etc., and when these parameters are well modelled
into sub-alphabets for a JFA, it becomes possible to pick up
most of the true crime tweets, and also, rightly determine the
tweets that are not crime tweets.

C. Complexity of Algorithm

Here we comment on the complexity of the algorithm
that implements the JFA Parser (i.e. Algorithm 1). The
preprocessing task carried out with the function on Line 1 is
the removal of unnecessary words from the tweet keywords,
and the correction of spelling mistakes (based on Levenshtein
Distance algorithm) — all these tasks are carried out in
linear time, corresponding to the number of tweets; i.e. O(n).

Line 3 introduces another loop. This second loop contains a
number of functions (such as checking if the final state is
reached on Line 4, and the difference of two lists on Line 9)
— all these functions are executable in constant or linear
time, as none of them grows fast, with respect to the input
size. Hence, we conclude that this algorithm has a complexity
of O(n).

During implementation, python offers many libraries for
these functions, hence, the program execution is optimised.

D. Limitations

We have not considered instances where the users have
posted crime tweets in local languages, used a lot of vernac-
ular that skews the message in these tweets, used abbreviated
names for places or crime tokens, or other deeper embedded
semantics such as slangs that are local to specific environ-
ments. By inspection, we realised that the false negatives
were mostly instances that are of this nature — these are
limitations of this work.

E. Applications of Estimated Crimes

There are several applications of the JFA technique for
recognising crime tweets presented in this paper. Here we
list three major applications (that are within the context of
crime reporting) as this is the theme of this paper, as follows:

1) Crime reports and alert in real time for law enforcement,
2) Crime reports for agencies to argument the current

skewed data from unreported crimes, and
3) Hotspot identification and/or map annotation.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this section, we present the conclusion and future work.

A. Conclusion

Predictive policing and predictive crime mapping have
been proven to be very helpful [60, 61], with the police
around the world beginning to engage in social media
intelligence [62]. In this paper, we have proposed a new
technique for the automatic comprehension of tweets (with a
specific interest in crime tweets — tweets that report criminal
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activities), based on jumping finite automata, a type of finite
automata that allows symbols of the input string to be read
from random positions in the string. We have also designed
three different JFAs for comprehending tweets, using bags of
sub-alphabets of the alphabet for a JFA for the grouping of
aspects that tweets that denote specific topics, such as place,
crime action words, objects involved in the crime, and crime
type hashtags.

We have designed and algorithm that implements a gener-
alised form of the JFA for crime recognition, and presented
a tool that uses this algorithm, named the Crime-Ripper.
Crime-Ripper iterates through already labelled tweets
and attempts to categorise these tweets as either crime tweets
or otherwise — having successes in the range of 92% to
94% with minimal/acceptable errors. We pointed out that the
advantages of the JFA method is that it allows different sub-
topics of the tweets to be recognisable using sub-alphabets
of the main alphabet of the JFA. This also allows for anyone
to design new JFAs for other types of tweets, with extensible
alphabets as per the needs of their application (i.e. we can
have more than four sub-alphabets).

We analysed the complexity of the algorithm for the JFA
parser, and is computationally inexpensive, allowing for a
linear time execution. Limitations that we have identified
include the use of slangs and abbreviation by users on twitter
that can skew the results. Applications of this technique is
majorly in crime reporting and the annotation of maps to
show crime areas. Knowing that the language of tweets,
in truth, is semi-structured at some level of detail, we
hypothesise that the JFA technique was able to perform
exceptionally well (as seen in this paper) because of the task
of crime identification that comes with a structured way of
which users often report crime.

B. Future Work

Following the results in this paper, future work in this
space will include: the automatic building of dynamic JFAs
from keyword repositories and exploring which JFAs do
better based in an iterative space search algorithm. This
will involve the steps of building JFAs from pre-defined
alphabets, computing their accuracy, and ranking the au-
tomatically built JFAs by their accuracy — we might just
find a combination of sub-alphabet that does well on tweets
better than others. We will also explore other applications
of JFAs for the automatic comprehension of (or information
extraction from) texts.
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